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Being back to Vietnam more than 1.5 years now, I am still emotional thinking
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To Marrinella, I wish I could ask you to be my third paranymph if possible.
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tea break.
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work but also how to become ‘Dutch’. First of all, deeply thank for Dr Herman
Woerdenbag who gave me an opportunity to come from Vietnam to the wet and
misty Netherlands’ northern region. Thank you Wouter Hinrichs, Anko, Jan, Sonja
for being very kind to me from the time I spent in lab as a master student and then a
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During my time in Groningen, I had a chance to work with various generations
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also helped me to integrate and enjoy my best time in Groningen. Tobias, thank you
for being my best company there, and also for the wonderful time when you were in
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Most of my work may never finish without the help from my reseach
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Actually, I never have been able to complete this thesis without a colleague,
a good friend. Indeed, a person who taught me all the tricks in the lab, a person who
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Finally, to my little family, Phương and Lucca. You know that you are the
most precious people I have, whom I put on above everything and would never doubt
about it. Thank you for being by my side for the last 12 years, thank you for sharing
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